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ABSTRACT The technological market is increasingly evolving as evidenced by the innovative and
streamlined manufacturing processes. Printed Circuit Boards (PCB) are widely employed in the electronics
fabrication industry, resorting to the Gerber open standard format to transfer the manufacturing data. The
Gerber format describes not only metadata related to the manufacturing process but also the PCB image.
To be able to map the electronic circuit pattern to be printed, a parser to convert Gerber files into a
bitmap image is required. The current literature as well as available Gerber viewers and libraries showed
limitations mainly in the Gerber format support, focusing only on a subset of commands. In this work, the
development of a recursive descent approach for parsing Gerber files is described, outlining its interpretation
and the renderization of 2D bitmap images. All the defined commands in the specification based on Gerber
X2 generation were successfully rendered, unlike the tested commercial parsers used in the experiments.
Moreover, the obtained results were comparable to those parsers regarding the commands they can execute
as well as the ground-truth, emphasizing the accuracy of the proposed approach. Its top-down and recursive
architecture allows easy integration with other software regardless of the platform, highlighting its potential
inclusion and integration in the production of electronic circuits.

INDEX TERMS Parser, Gerber format, recursive descent, printed circuit boards.

I. INTRODUCTION
Industrial companies are facing a huge global competition
in today’s market, which exacerbates the need to constantly
innovate to stay competitive and ahead of their competitors.
The production of electronic circuits has been typically per-
formed resorting to the development of a Printed Circuit
Board (PCB) in which the electronic components are sol-
dered. In the last couple of years, a new approach has been
considered and studies are under development for its imple-
mentation: the use of functional inks and the direct printing of
the electronic circuit on a substrate, which allows to adapt the
technology to more complex surfaces, increase the versatility
of using electronic circuits in different applications, andmake
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the process more agile [1]–[3]. The objective of the VINCI7D
project is the development of a robotic printing solution to be
used for printing thin-film devices on 3D polymeric struc-
tures [4]. This solution encompasses multi-ink printheads
(compatible with decorative and functional inks) integrated
into a robotic arm, using the required communication proto-
cols with the printheads, combined with a software solution
for mapping the circuits to print onto the substrate. The end
goal is using this solution for printing electroluminescent and
piezoelectric devices, as well as capacitive sensors, directly
onto 3D polymeric structures (envisioned as parts for the
interior of automobiles), to create structures that are capable
of emitting light, detecting the presence or touch of the user,
and providing haptic feedback [4]. The printing of these
circuits is commonly performed using ink-jet printers and the
circuit schematics can be passed to the printer in different
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formats. In the case of the VINCI7D project, the circuits
to be printed are supplied as Gerber files and transformed
into bitmap images for generating the pattern to be printed
by the inkjet printheads. This approach created the need
to use a parser for converting the Gerber files into bitmap
images.

According to Eurocircuits [5], 95 of 100 PCB designs
transferred, worldwide, from the designer to the manufac-
turer, correspond to Gerber files. Up to now, the Gerber
format holds four generations from X0 to X3. Gerber X0,
also known as Gerber RS274D (specification published in
1980), was revoked most due to the limitation of the physical
aperture wheel that limits the size, shape, and number of
apertures (e.g., a wide variety of mainly rectangular pad
sizes). To overcome this restriction, in 1998, the Gerber X1
(Gerber RS274X, ExtendedGerber or Gerber X)was released
providing information of the fabrication image for each layer,
as well as embedded apertures and their custom definition.
However, there were no standards to define the depiction of
each file/layer or themodel of each pad, being the information
in an additional document or drawing. Therefore, Gerber X2
emerged in 2014, keeping the data fromGerber X1 but adding
new imaging functions such as aperture block, load rotation
and load scaling, and bare board attributes which contributed
to define the file and the function of an object (e.g. a pad).
The added attributes offered new information for fabrication,
without adding image data. To be able to assemble the data,
the Gerber X3 specification emerged in 2020 reusing the
format and attribute syntax of Gerber X2 but adding new
content – new attributes relative to the components [5]–[7].

The goal of this work is to develop a parser compliant
with, at least, the Gerber X2 specification using a recur-
sive descent approach [8]. This parser will be used for ren-
dering 2D bitmaps described in Gerber files equivalent to
electronic circuits within the scope of the VINCI7D project.
The parser must be compatible with the Windows Operating
System (OS) due to later integration of the parser with other
modules to be developed in the project. Even so, the parsing
architecture is this work is independent of the OS or program-
ming language used for its implementation. Given the focus
on the rendered image from a Gerber file, the parser is not
required to be fully compliant with Gerber X3 due to the latter
not adding imaging data to the Gerber file.

A. RELATED WORK
1) GERBER VIEWERS
Currently, there are several Gerber viewers in the market
whose tools allow to visualize, inspect, measure and/or edit
the contents of the file. PCBWay and JLCPCB Gerber View-
ers are online platforms that support theGerber X1 format [9],
[10]. These online platforms are unable to set themm/px (mil-
limeter per pixel) resolution of the viewport. PCBWay does
not allow to export the project into a bitmap format. JLCPCB
requires registration and does not have a mechanism to define
the desired export format. GerbMagic also supports only the

Gerber X1 format [11]. This application allows to define the
DPI (dots per inch), export files such as bitmaps, and it can be
used as a standalone library (GerbLib). While FAB 3000 [12]
and ZofzPCB [13] support Gerber X1, GerbView from Soft-
ware Companions supports the Gerber X2 specification [14].
These three softwares follow the freemium business model.
FAB 3000 allows bitmap format export including the defi-
nition of DPI or DPM (dots per millimeter). ZofzPCB does
not allow to export or to define the resolution of the PNG
format. GerbView exports the workspace to formats such as
TIFF, JPEG, PNG and BMP, and allows to define the DPI
in the file export. CUPRUM supports Gerber X2 format and
is only available for Mac OS X [15]. Finally, the Reference
Gerber Viewer, an online platform created by the company
Ucamco that produced the Gerber specification, supports the
Gerber X3 format [16]. Even though the platform allows
to visualize the project and measure the distance between
elements (in millimeters), the functionality to export to the
image or bitmap format is not enabled and it is not possible
to specify the resolution.

2) GERBER LIBRARIES
Furthermore, there are libraries which hold a collection of
tools to handle the parsing of PCB Gerber files. GerbLib
is a dynamic-link library (DLL) which converts a RS274X
Gerber file format to PDF, Postscript, TIFF, BMP or RID
files, being possible to set the resolution value, and relies
on GerbMagic application [17]. GBR_RIP converts a Gerber
file RS274X format into a raster bitmap (BMP or TIFF).
The library is not open source, and to download it, some
information is required from the Artwork company such as
program license strings or installation password. Moreover,
to modify the program, a charge is considered relying on the
number of licenses, and the rights retain at Artwork [18].
Libpger is a dynamic-link library referenced for the Mac OS
X platform which allows to parse a Gerber RS274X file [19].
GerberParser from Jules Stringer is an open-source C++
library for Gerber and drill files parsing. The parsing of some
commands is not implemented yet, such as aperture block,
step and repeat, and macro apertures [20]. The development
of the Gerber and drill file parser in the repository hosted
at [21] is deprecated, having been moved to the tracespace
one written in the JS language [22]. A viewer based on the
tracespace repository can be found at [23], which exports the
workspace to SVG format. Gerbview from KiCad supports
Gerber RS274X format, even though it does not provide
a standalone library for parsing Gerber files [24]. KiCad
provides a 3D bitmap visualization, being able to change its
size inmm, inches andDPI, which exports the file to PNG and
JPEG format. However, it does not allow to export a Gerber
file to a bitmap format [25].

3) SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE
Looking at the literature, only a couple of related works were
found. Qi et al. present a method for parsing the information
of Gerber files, reading it as an ASCII code format file, and
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converting it to output images [26]. In their work, the authors
also introduce a solution to solve the problem of data loss
after the conversion fromGerber file data coordinates to pixel
coordinates, but the extension of thework is limited since they
only address the analysis and drawing of five graphic output
primitives (namely, ellipse, arc, sector, regular polygon and
round rectangle). More recently, Fan et al. also developed a
parser for converting Gerber files into bitmap images, with
the purpose of obtaining a standard image to be used in Auto-
matic Optical Inspection machines [27]. However, this work
does not consider the more complex structures of the Gerber
format such as aperture block, step and repeat statements, and
macro apertures.

The current solutions available to the end-user for pars-
ing Gerber files have limitations in supporting at least the
Gerber X2 specification format. PCBWay, JLCPCB, Gerb-
Magic/GerbLib, FAB 3000, ZofzPCB, GBR_RIP, Libpger,
GerberParse, and Gerbview from KiCad only support the
Gerber X1 specification. Even though the GerbView from
Software Companions states that supports Gerber X2 files,
the results presented in this work will demonstrate that it is
incapable of rendering aperture blocks, a specific command
to the Gerber X2 format. The ones that support all the com-
mands of Gerber X2, the CUPRUM and Reference Gerber
Viewer solutions, focus on the viewing capabilities and not on
the export settings. For example, these viewers do not support
exporting the renderization result for an image with a desired
millimeter per pixel resolution. Moreover, to the best of the
authors’ knowledge, the current literature does not have any
work on a parsing architecture for Gerber files compatible
with all commands of the Gerber format that generate image
data.

B. CONTRIBUTIONS
Therefore, this work intends to address the gaps previously
identified for parsing and rendering Gerber files. When com-
paring the proposed parsing architecture with other works
available in the literature, it is concluded that its scope is
larger. This work addresses all Gerber structures, including
Gerber macros, a more complex structure of the Gerber
format and which has not been the focus of other authors,
while also allowing to define the image resolution. Although
the parser developed within the scope of VINCI7D must be
compatible with the Windows OS, the parsing architecture
and methodology in terms of interpreting Gerber files and
rendering the equivalent 2D bitmap images are agnostic of
the OS and programming language. Unlike other existent
applications and libraries, this work is independent of the
implementation technologies facilitating integration with the
remaining modules of the VINCI7D system or even other
systems. Bearing these ideas in mind, this paper presents the
development of a parser able to convert Gerber files [28]
into bitmaps according to a recursive descent approach [8],
using the C++ language for implementing the parser and the
OpenCV [29] library for renderization. The bitmap files will
then be the basis for the printing of the electronic circuits.

The main contributions of the presented work are the fol-
lowing ones:
• recursive descent parsing approach to render 2D images
from Gerber files that, to the best of the authors’ knowl-
edge, is not used in any other previous works in the
literature or in other Gerber viewers and libraries;

• architecture of a Gerber parser to streamline future inte-
gration in other applications, allowing the replication of
the proposed approach;

• interpretation and renderization methodology compati-
ble with all commands of the Gerber X2 specification
format that output image data;

• theoretical and practical rationale providing specific
experimental results of the comparison between the pro-
posed approach and its relation with other Gerber view-
ers and libraries.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II introduces the Gerber format specification with
practical illustrations of the commands portrayed in the paper.
Section III presents the parsing architecture for processing
files and the methodology to process arithmetic expressions
required for defining macro variables. Section IV details the
renderization approach implemented for each Gerber com-
mand. Section V presents the experimental results obtained
in this work. Finally, Section VI presents the conclusions and
discusses features that may be interesting for future work.

II. GERBER FORMAT SPECIFICATION
The Gerber format is an open standard in the electronics fab-
rication industry of PCB. A Gerber file comprises a sequence
of command instructions to define graphic objects in a vec-
tor format that can be rendered as 2D binary images. The
detailed information of the Gerber commands is documented
in the revision 2021.04 of the format specification [28]. In the
following topics, the Gerber commands applied in this work
are highlighted with a brief explanation of each one of them,
following the syntax applied in the referred revision.

A. COORDINATE COMMANDS (FS AND MO)
Gerber files are modeled by 2D coordinate frames. In this
work, the convention followed makes the X and Y axes
point to the right and upwards, respectively. For interpreting
correctly the parameters and coordinates defined in a file, the
Gerber format defines the following two commands:
• Unit (MO): unit of the coordinates and parameters data
(either millimeters or inches);

• Format Specification (FS): specifies the format of X
and Y coordinate data (defined as integer numbers in a
Gerber file).

Table 1 shows an example in which the file unit chosen is
mm and the coordinate unit is 10−6 mm.

B. APERTURE TRANSFORMATIONS (LP, LM, LR, LS)
In terms of 2D shapes, the Gerber format defines a graphic
object called aperture that can have either simple or complex
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TABLE 1. Coordinate commands syntax. Cmd stands for Command.

TABLE 2. Aperture Transformations syntax. Cmd stands for Command.

shapes. The commands load polarity (LP), load mirroring
(LM), load rotation (LR) and load scale (LS) can transform
apertures by updating the graphics state – set of parameters
that affect the renderization of graphic objects – of the Gerber
file. LP sets the polarity of graphic objects, which can be clear
or dark. LM, LR and LS affect the shape of the aperture by
mirroring, rotating or scaling the objects, respectively. The
syntax of each referred command can be seen in Table 2.

C. STANDARD APERTURE (C, R, O, P)
The simplest shapes described in the Gerber specification
are the standard apertures, which can have the following
templates and their respective parameters:
• circle (C): its diameter and the hole diameter;
• rectangle (R): X and Y directions’ sizes and the hole
diameter;

• obround (O): the same parameters as R, but it has
rounded corners on the sides with the smaller direction’s
size;

• polygon (P): diameter of its circumscribing circle, num-
ber of vertices, rotation angle, and the hole diameter.

All standard apertures can have a round hole defined by
its diameter. However, the hole diameter is optional when
defining the template’s parameters. Table 3 shows the syntax
of the standard templates as well as examples of the respective
apertures.

D. APERTURE DEFINITION (AD)
Each aperture is created by the AD command defining its
identification number and template, and the parameters that
parameterize the template itself. The syntax of an AD com-
mand can be illustrated as follows:

AD = ‘%’(‘AD’aperture_ident template_call)‘∗%’,

TABLE 3. Standard Aperture Template syntax. Cmd stands for command.

TABLE 4. Opening and closing AB commands syntax. Cmds stands for
Commands.

being the aperture_ident explained in Section II-E and the
template_call comprised by the aperture template (standard
or macro aperture) and the respective parameters.

E. SET CURRENT APERTURE (Dnn)
The Dnn Gerber command determines that the current aper-
ture saved in the graphics state should be updated to the
aperture with the identification number nn (integer greater
than 9, due to the 00-09 numbers being reserved in the Gerber
specification).

F. APERTURE BLOCK (AB)
Another type of apertures defined in the Gerber format speci-
fication is the aperture block declared by an AB statement.
These apertures do not represent an aperture’s template.
An AB statement consists of an ordered set of graphics
objects defined by their respective Gerber commands. Any
aperture transformation can affect block apertures when
flashing them (replication of the aperture at specific coordi-
nates). Indeed, each graphic object of a block aperture has its
own polarity. If the polarity of AB is dark when flashed, the
graphic objects of AB maintain their original polarity. If not,
the objects’ polarities are toggled. The AB statement is com-
prised by the opening and closing operations, as illustrated in
Table 4, which delimit the Gerber commands that compose
the statement.

G. APERTURE MACRO (AM)
Furthermore, the Gerber format defines also macro apertures.
First, their templates are created by the AM command. These
templates can have any shape (composing primitive shapes)
or parametrization (using macro variables to define sizes or
other parameters), and are defined by their name. The AM
command syntax is described by the following expression,
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where N is the unique name of the macro, C is the primitive
shape code and P its parameters, I is an integer positive, and
E is an arithmetic expression for the macro variable ‘$’I ’:

AM = ‘%AM ’N ‘∗’

|

{
C’, ’{P‘, ’P}∗

‘$’I ‘ = ’E

}
+ ‘∗%’.

The basic primitive shapes defined in the Gerber specifica-
tion, using a primitive code (the C positive integer), and their
required parameters are the following ones:
• circle (1): exposure (0-off/1-on), diameter, center point
coordinates, and rotation angle;

• vector line (20): exposure, width, coordinates of the start
and end points, and rotation angle (same as a rectangle);

• center line (21): exposure, width, height, center point
coordinates, and rotation angle (similar to a vector line);

• outline (4): exposure, number of vertices, vertices coor-
dinates, and rotation angle (same as an irregular poly-
gon);

• polygon (5): exposure, number of vertices, center point
coordinates, diameter, and rotation angle;

• moiré (6): exposure, center point coordinates, diameter,
thickness, gap, maximum number of rings, crosshair
thickness and length, and rotation angle (revision
2020.09 [30]);

• thermal (7): exposure, center point coordinates, outer
and inner diameter, gap, and rotation angle.

The default rotation angle of the macro primitives is 0◦

being this parameter an optional one. A macro template can
be a composition of one or more primitive shapes. After a
template is defined by an AM command, the AD can instan-
tiate it into a macro aperture.

H. OPERATIONS (D01, D02, D03)
A Gerber file can also contain the so-called operations con-
sisting of coordinate data followed by an operation code.
The Gerber format defines three operations, whose syntax is
represented in Table 5:
• interpolate (D01): create linear or circular segment
between the current point (saved in the graphics state)
and the one defined in D01, and updates the current point
to the latter;

• move (D02): update current point saved in the graphics
state to the one defined in the D02’s coordinate data;

• flash (D03): flash of the current aperture (identifiable
by its identification number Dnn and also saved in the
graphics state) at the specified coordinates.

I. INTERPOLATION STATE COMMANDS
(G01,G02,G03,G74,G75)
For the D01 interpolate command, at least the segment’s
type (linear or circular) must be known when processing a
Gerber file. So, the Gerber format defines the G01 command
to enable the linear interpolation mode in the graphics state.

TABLE 5. Operations commands syntax. x_c and y_c stand for X and Y
coordinate, and x_o and y_o for the offset in X and Y axis, respectively.

TABLE 6. SR commands syntax. Cmds, p_int and dec stand for
Commands, positive integer and decimal, respectively.

The G02 and G03 commands enable the clockwise (CW)
and counterclockwise (CCW) circular interpolation modes,
respectively. A circular segment can be restricted to a single
quadrant (the absolute angle of the arc being equal to or
lower than 90◦) or not having any restrictions using the G74
and G75 commands to enable the single and multi quadrant
modes, respectively. However, it should be noted that the
parser must access the current graphics state of the Gerber
file prior to generating the D01’s graphics object. Hence, the
intended modes for a D01 operation should be defined before
D01.

J. REGION STATEMENT (G36/G37)
The region statement command is composed by a stream
of commands defining one or more contour segments
of a graphics object. The initial point of a contour is
set by a D02 and the other points are defined by D01
operations.

K. STEP & REPEAT (SR)
The SR command, defined by a stream of commands, repli-
cates a set of graphics objects without replicating their cor-
responding commands. The command’s parameters are the
number of repeats along the X and Y axes, and the step
distances between elements along each axis. The SR state-
ment is comprised by the opening and closing operations,
as illustrated in Table 6.

III. INTERPRETATION
In terms of processing Gerber files, the format specifica-
tion already defines a block diagram for dealing with this
processing, assuming that there are no attributes (addition
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FIGURE 1. Gerber file processing schematic. Adapted from [28].

of meta-information to a Gerber file) defined in the file.
An adaptation of this diagram is presented in Figure 1. Given
that Gerber attributes do not add image data to the file ren-
derization, they were not considered in this work.

Analyzing Figure 1, the syntax parser would be responsible
for reading a Gerber file and producing the resulting list of
commands for the commands processor, which transforms it
into a stream of graphics objects. All the created objects are
overlaid on the image plane following the order of their cre-
ation. As already mentioned in Section II, the graphics state
contains information of the current aperture and point (when
processing the commands’ list), in which format and units
the coordinate and parameters data are defined in the file,
and which modes (aperture transformations and interpolation
ones) are enabled. The commands processor is responsible for
updating this state by executing the commands that implic-
itly or explicitly modify the graphics state. Furthermore, the
commands processor generates the macro templates and the
ones required for standard apertures, which are added to the
aperture templates dictionary. This dictionary is a collection
of all the available templates to instantiate an aperture. The
apertures based on templates are created through the execu-
tion of an AD command receiving the values of the template’s
parameters and added into the apertures dictionary afterward.
When the commands processor executes a Dnn command,
the processor updates the current aperture by searching the
aperture that has the same identification number as the one
specified by Dnn. The M02 command defines only the end
of the file, interrupting the syntax parser and, therefore, stop-
ping the graphical objects generation [28]. In the following
subsections, the proposed parser methodology for processing
Gerber files into a bitmap image will be portrayed including
how to interpret and evaluate arithmetic expressions.

A. PARSER ARCHITECTURE
The methodology for processing Gerber files illustrated in
Figure 1 is the basis for the parser implemented in this work.
The parser implements the architecture defined by a simpli-
fied class diagram illustrated in Figure 2. This architecture
follows a recursive descent parsing approach that uses the
grammar of the Gerber format to decide the parsing steps. The
recursive approach allows to process and rendering Gerber
commands depending on their context [8]. An example is

rendering a standard aperture inside an aperture block state-
ment versus in the root level of the Gerber file. The former
renderization depends not only on the graphics state before
initiating the AB statement but also on the one changed inside
the statement itself. In contrast, rendering the single standard
aperture only depends on the current graphics state. So, it is
logical to use a recursive descent approach for parsing Gerber
files due to its top-down and recursive characteristics. Even
though the parser was implemented in C++ for the Windows
OS, the architecture for parsing Gerber files into a bitmap
image proposed in this work is agnostic to code language and
operating system.

In the diagram of classes shown in Figure 2, it is clear that
the central class is the Parser itself. This class is responsible
for executing the interpretation and renderization of eachGer-
ber file. Consequently, the Syntax Parser class was defined,
which is responsible for retrieving the commands from the
file as strings. The commands are retrieved when the method
of the Parser for interpretation of a Gerber file is called. This
method is responsible for creating all objects that represent
Gerber commands, interpreting the strings given by the Syn-
tax Parser, and defining the parameters of each command. For
generalization purposes, an abstract class was defined, the
Command class, to represent a generic Gerber command. The
Parser class must have a list of Commands’ objects for calling
the render method to generate graphics objects and add them
to the image. This approach resembles the interpreter design
pattern, where the abstract class works as an interface and the
child classes are the ones that implement the renderization
and creation of graphics objects, being specific for each type
of Gerber command. The commands’ parameters are passed
by the interpretation method to the constructor of each class
specific to a Gerber command.

Furthermore, the Gerber commands that define a stream of
graphics objects (AB, SR, and Region Statement) are a com-
position of Command ones. This composition is processed
recursively due to the graphic objects being dependent on the
context in which they are defined and also on the order of
the commands presented in the Gerber file. In the specific
case of region statements, it is considered that a contour is
a set of Gerber commands, even though this class will only
contain Move and Interpolate objects. This approach was
implemented for generalizing the contours processing. How-
ever, the Move and Interpolate classes have specific render
methods that, instead of generating graphics objects, only
retrieve the points that define a contour. For simplification
purposes of the diagram, the primitives of macro templates
(Macro Define) are not represented. However, it was created
a specific class for each one of these. Given that macro
templates have a specific format not used by any other Gerber
command, it was defined that macro apertures are a compo-
sition of macro objects. The latter are the abstract class that
represents all the macro primitives defined in the format.

Overall, in this work, the Gerber file processing was sep-
arated into two phases: interpretation and renderization. The
former phase processes each Gerber command and retrieves
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FIGURE 2. Architecture of the implemented parser.

all the information given by it. The latter adds a graphic object
resulting from interpreting each command of the Gerber file
to the image. Since the interpretation phase is only processing
strings and retrieving the information given by the command
accordingly to the Gerber format specification [28], this work
focus on the renderization phase. Even so, next, it is given
details on how to interpret arithmetic expressions required
for processing definitions of macro templates. These details
are important due to the renderization of macro apertures
depending on the correct parameterization of the correspond-
ing templates.

B. ARITHMETIC EXPRESSIONS
In Gerber files, arithmetic expressions are used not only to
define macro variables but also to define parameters of macro
primitives. These expressions follow a infix-based notation
where the operator is between the related operands, being eas-
ily readable and understandable for a human. It can comprise
brackets and arithmetic operators such as addition, subtrac-
tion, multiplication and division, and unary plus and minus
(+u and −u, respectively), which requires the machine to
know how to process each command and the respective order.
For that purpose, the postfix expression formatwas adopted in
this work. Thus, brackets are not required to process a postfix
expression, and the operators follow the operands, being the
sequence of operations held [31].

An example of a notation commonly used by humans to
express an arithmetic operation is the following:

(−A+ B)/(C ∗ D− E)− (F − G)

whose infix equivalent comes as:

(((−A)+ B)/((C ∗ D)− E))− (F − G)

and the postfix representation1 is expressed as:

A−u B+ CD ∗ E − /FG−−.

1An explanation of the differences between infix, prefix and
postfix notations can be found in https://runestone.academy/ns/books/
published/pythonds/BasicDS/InfixPrefixandPostfixExpressions.html

Given the possibility of havingmacro variables (defined by
its ID and arithmetic expression that could depend on other
macro variables) and/or arithmetic expressions for the macro
primitives’ parameters, the developed parser implements a
class for interpreting arithmetic expressions (even if the vari-
ables/parameters are only scalars). Due to the infix notation
(the one used in a Gerber file) being ambiguous [31], the
class converts all arithmetic expressions to a postfix notation.
Algorithm 1 defines the interpretation steps implemented in
the parser for converting an infix into a postfix notation.

Algorithm 2 formulates the evaluation algorithm of postfix
arithmetic expressions. These expressions will be only eval-
uated upon rendering macro apertures. When instantiating
a macro aperture from an existent template, the parameters
defined in the AD Gerber command are equivalent to macro
variables. These variables can formulate arithmetic expres-
sions to parameterize the primitives of a macro template.
So, the arithmetic expressions inside an AM statement that
represents a macro template need to be evaluated in every
instantiation of the template due to the possibility of having
different values for each aperture of the same template.

IV. RENDERIZATION
This section focuses on the Gerber files renderization phase.
First, the management of graphic objects is discussed (e.g.,
automatic resize of the image when rendering these objects)
by the class responsible for rendering a bitmap image. Then,
all the Gerber commands that add a graphic object to the
bitmap image, or define transformations affected to other
commands, are analyzed in terms of their renderization
implementation. Commands such as updating the graphics
state (FS, MO) or the move operation (D02) are not analyzed
since they do not add any graphic object to the image plane,
even though they were implemented in the parser.

A. MANAGEMENT OF GRAPHIC OBJECTS
The class GerberImage (equivalent to the class Image in
Figure 2) is responsible for adding and managing the graphic
objects rendered from a Gerber file. This class has the follow-
ing members:
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Algorithm 1: ConvertInfix2PostfixExpression
input : InfixExp
output: PostfixExp

1 OperatorStack = []
2 PostfixExp = []
3 foreach element ek (operand or operator) of InfixExp do
4 if ek is an operand then
5 PostfixExp.push(ek )
6 else
7 if k = 0 or ek−1 = ( or ek−1 = ∗ or ek−1 = /

then
8 if ek = + then ek = kUnaryAdd
9 else if ek = − then ek = kUnarySub
10 if ek = ( then OperatorStack .push(ek )
11 else if ek =) then
12 while OperatorStack.size > 0 do
13 if OperatorStack.back = ( then break
14 PostfixExp.push(OperatorStack .back)
15 OperatorStack .pop()
16 OperatorStack .pop()
17 else
18 while OperatorStack.size > 0 do
19 if Precedence level of ek greater than

OperatorStack.back then break
20 PostfixExp.push(OperatorStack .back)
21 OperatorStack .pop()
22 OperatorStack .push(ek )
23 while OperatorStack.size > 0 do
24 PostfixExp.push(OperatorStack .back)
25 OperatorStack .pop()

• image:cv::Mat object from the OpenCV [29] library
that represents a 2D binary (bitmap) image;

• origin (mm): 2D decimal point equivalent to the ori-
gin of the image (pixel point with coordinates (0, 0))
relative to the Gerber file coordinate frame;

• res (mm/px): image resolution set for rendering the
stream of graphic objects from a Gerber file.

In terms of generating the graphic objects, theOpenCV [29]
library offers drawing methods,2 such as adding circles,
ellipses, or polygons, useful for rendering the objects defined
in the Gerber file. Also, note that the bitmap image (repre-
sented by the image member variable of GerberImage)
is a cv::Mat object from the OpenCV library. Further-
more, the parser must consider two coordinate frames: the
one in which all Gerber commands are defined relative to
({XGmm/in,Y

G
mm/in}, in millimeters or inches) and the image

one ({X Ipx,Y
I
px}, in pixels). The parser needs to transform

coordinates data from the Gerber to the image frames in order
to render the graphic objects correctly. First, a parameter or
a point defined in a Gerber file can be in millimeters or in
inches (see MO Gerber command explained in Section II-A).

2https://docs.opencv.org/4.5.3/d6/d6e/group__imgproc__draw.html

Algorithm 2: EvaluatePostfixExpression
input : PostfixExp,MacroVariables
return: computed value of the arithmetic expression

1 OperandStack = []
2 foreach element ek (operand or operator) of PostfixExp

do
3 if ek is an operand then
4 if ek is a macro variable then
5 OperandStack .push(
6 MacroVariables.GetValue(ek ))
7 else
8 OperandStack .push(ek )
9 else
10 if ek is an kUnarySub then
11 nop= −OperandStack .back
12 OperandStack .pop()
13 OperandStack .push_back(nop)
14 else
15 op2= OperandStack .back
16 OperandStack .pop()
17 op1= OperandStack .back
18 OperandStack .pop()
19 if ek = + then nop = op1 + op2
20 else if ek = − then nop = op1 − op2
21 else if ek = ∗ then nop = op1 · op2
22 else if ek = / then nop = op1 / op2
23 OperandStack .push_back(nop)
24 return OperandStack .back

Given the mm/in conversion ratio, all parameters and coor-
dinates defined in inches are multiplied by 25.4 mm/in to
only consider the millimeter metric in the GerberImage
class. Next, origin represents the translation transforma-
tion between the image and the Gerber coordinate frames
but still in millimeters. Finally, the decimal point defined
in the image frame is converted into a pixel point. This
conversion, represented by the member variable res, defines
the resolution of the rendered bitmap image set by the user.
Equation (1) defines the transformation of a pointPmm/in from
the Gerber to the image frame.

PIpx =

{
(Pmm − origin) /res if MO = MM

(25.4 · Pin − origin) /res if MO = IN
(1)

The raw cv::Mat object defines the X and the Y axes as
the column (0..width − 1) and row indexes (0..height − 1),
respectively. Also, the origin of the cv::Mat is on the
top-left corner of its image. Even though the parser did not
change the way of accessing a cv::Mat object when render-
ing the Gerber file, the image was flipped around the x-axis
(without changing the image variable of the GerberImage
class) using cv::flip when saving the image in the file
system. Figure 3 illustrates the raw image of a cv::Mat
object and the flip operation used when saving it. The flip
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FIGURE 3. Vertical flip operation on the cv::Mat object: (a) raw image;
(b) flipped image around the x-axis.

operation is only performed after the Gerber file’s renderiza-
tion is finished.

Finally, the class GerberImage is also responsible for
changing the image’s size over rendering each Gerber com-
mand. When adding the k graphic object to the image Ik−1
(where k = 1, . . . ,N assuming that a Gerber file defines N
graphic objects), the image’s bottom-left and top-right limits
(points blIk−1Ik−1

= (0, 0) and trIk−1Ik−1
= (widthk−1, heightk−1−1)

relative to Ik−1, respectively) are compared to the ones of
the object (points blIk−1Ok and trIk−1Ok ). Note that the limits blIk−1Ok
and trIk−1Ok coordinates can have negative values, as illustrated
in Figure 4. Next, the expected limits of the image when
adding the k object (points blIk−1Ik and trIk−1Ik , respectively)
are computed as in (2). After saving the image Ik−1 in
a temporary variable for not losing data, the limits blIk−1Ik
and trIk−1Ik are converted into width and height for increas-
ing the image’s size. Also, if the X and/or Y coordinates
of blIk−1Ik are negative, it means that the same coordinate
of origin must be subtracted the same negative value
in millimeters (to correct the origin of the image with
new size) as formulated in (3). Finally, the temporary image
is added to the image (not to lose any data) considering
the new origin translation transformation, and then, the
graphic object is added to the image. The proposed approach
avoids using unnecessary memory (in terms of unused
pixels).

blIk−1Ik = min
(
blIk−1Ik−1

, blIk−1Ok

)
trIk−1Ik = max

(
trIk−1Ik−1

, trIk−1Ok

) (2)

origink = origink−1 +min
(
blIk−1Ik , [0 0]T

)
· res (3)

B. APERTURE TRANSFORMATIONS (LP, LM, LR, LS)
The GerberImage class defines dark polarity by white
pixels (intensity = 255) and clear polarity as black ones
(intensity = 0). These definitions allow the use of addition
and multiplication pixel-wise operations to add a dark and
a clear object to an image, respectively. Considering that
the area of a clear object Ok is defined by pixels with an
intensity of 0 and the other pixels as 255, the multiplication
(in OpenCV, cv::multiply) of the object Ok with the
corresponding area in the image Ik−1 (using its updated size)
will be the following one: maintain the image’s pixel values

FIGURE 4. Dynamic resize of a image Ik−1 when adding the graphic
object Ok .

unless the corresponding ones on the object are 0 setting the
later ones also as 0. Consequently, the clear graphic object
Ok clears the underlying objects present in the image as
intended and defined in the Gerber specification. For adding
(function cv::add) a dark graphic object Ok (its pixels
set as 255 while the other ones as 0), the object’s area on
the image Ik−1 is set as 255 while the other image’s pixels
maintain their value. Note that OpenCV [29] saturates the
pixel’s intensity at 255, just as intended for the addition
operation (e.g., if both pixels in the image and object were
255, the arithmetic addition would be 510).

As for the LM command, the mirroring transformation
mirrors the aperture around its origin (which may not be its
geometric center) along the X (LMX ), Y (LMY ), or along both
axes (LMXY ). In the case of an interest point P of an aperture
(e.g., a vertex of a polygon), the transformations LMX , LMY ,
and LMXY are defined as in (4), (5), and (6), respectively.

PLMX = LMX (P) = [−PX PY ]T (4)

PLMY = LMY (P) = [PX − PY ]T (5)

PLMXY = LMXY (P) = [−PX − PY ]T (6)

Moreover, the LR transformation defines the rotation angle
of the aperture when flashing it on the image. Similar to the
mirroring transformation, the aperture is rotated around its
origin. Given an interest point P of an aperture, (7) formu-
lates the LRα transformation that rotates the point P by a
certain angle α (rad). Also, the LR transformation is always
performed after the mirroring one when flashing an aperture.

PLRα = LRα (P) = R (α) · P =
[
cos (α) sin (α)
− sin (α) cos (α)

]
· P (7)

Lastly, the LS command defines the scale factor used when
flashing an aperture. Similar to both LM and LR transfor-
mations, the aperture is scaled centered on its origin. Equa-
tion (8) defines the scaling transformation for an aperture’s
interest point P by a scale factor of s (decimal greater than 0).

PLSs = LSs (P) = P · s (8)

C. STANDARD APERTURES (C, O, P, R)
Figure 5 illustrates the renderization of the four shapes that
represent the standard apertures: C, O, P and R, respectively.
When a standard aperture is flashed, the respective shape
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FIGURE 5. Renderization examples of standard apertures with a hole:
(a) C; (b) O; (c) P; (d) R.

creates a temporary image containing only the aperture. If the
current polarity is dark, the aperture’s pixel area is set as
255 and the other pixels as 0, and vice versa if the current
polarity is clear. This approach was implemented for render-
ing every single graphic object of a Gerber file allowing the
use of the addition and multiplication pixel-wise operations
for adding the graphic objects to the image (see Section IV-
A). The graphic object is only added after all the renderization
operations required for rendering the aperture are finished
(e.g., the possibility of a standard aperture to have a trans-
parent hole).

In terms of how to render the shapes, the circle and poly-
gon standard apertures were rendered using the functions
cv::circle and cv::fillPoly from OpenCV, respec-
tively. In the case of the regular polygon shape, its vertices
(V A

P,i, in pixels, relative to the aperture’s local coordinate
frame {XA,Y A} centered on the aperture’s center) depend
on the specified outer diameter (dP,outer , in pixels) and the
number of vertices (#VP, where i = 0, . . . , #VP − 1). These
vertices are defined in (9). The rectangle was considered
in the implementation as an irregular polygon of 4 vertices
(top-left V A

R,tl, top-right V
A
R,tr, bottom-left V A

R,bl, and bottom-
right V A

R,br vertices, in pixels). Equation (10) defines these
4 vertices depending on the rectangle’s width (wR, in pixels)
and height (hR, in pixels). As for the obround aperture, it can
be viewed as a composition of three different primitive shapes
(but consider as a single graphic object): two circles and one
rectangle. The diameter (dO, in pixels) of the circle equals
the minimum of the specified width (wO, in pixels) and height
(hO, in pixels) for the obround. The rectangle’s vertices (VA

O,tl,
V A
O,tr, V

A
O,bl, and V

A
O,br) change depending on if the obround’s

width (or height) is equal to the circles’ radius or not. Consid-
ering that, (11) defines the vertices of the obround’s rectangle.

V A
P,i=

[
dP,outer

2
·cos

(
2π i
#VP

)
dP,outer

2
·sin

(
2π i
#VP

)]T
(9)

V A
R,tl

T

V A
R,tr

T

V A
R,bl

T

V A
R,br

T

 = 1
2
·


[
−wR hR

][
wR hR

][
−wR −hR

][
−wR hR

]

 (10)


V A
O,tl

T

V A
O,tr

T

V A
O,bl

T

V A
O,br

T

 = 1
2
·


[
−wO hO − dO

][
wO hO − dO

][
−wO −hO + dO

][
wO −hO + dO

]

 , if dO = wO


V A
O,tl

T

V A
O,tr

T

V A
O,bl

T

V A
O,br

T

 = 1
2
·


[
−wO + dO hO

][
wO − dO hO

][
−wO + dO −hO

][
wO − dO −hO

]

 , if dO = hO

(11)

When rendering a standard aperture outside a block aper-
ture, the mirroring transformation (LM) can be performed
on the polygon standard aperture. This transformation only
has a difference in the renderization output when mirroring
along the Y-axis on polygons with odd numbers of ver-
tices. Mirroring circles, obrounds, or rectangles does not
produce any difference because these shapes are symmet-
ric along both X and Y axes. In contrast, LM can have
renderization differences on the standard apertures if these
are defined inside a block aperture. For instance, the stan-
dard aperture inside the block has non zero rotation and
the respective block aperture has a 0◦ rotation. If the block
aperture is mirrored, the condition of the primitive apertures
being symmetric along the X and/or Y axes is no longer
valid.

As for rotating the apertures, the parser rotates their points
of interest (e.g., the vertices of a rectangle and/or the center
points of the circle that can compose an obround aperture) to
avoid the deformation of the rendered image (see (7)). This
method of rotation is illustrated in Figure 6a comparing it to
rotating the temporary image using the cv::warpAffine
OpenCV function (with the nearest interpolation for the
image to remain binary) illustrated in Figure 6b in which the
aperture is first rendered. The former leads to no deformation,
while the latter has convexity defects when the the aperture
was rotated in 30◦ or 60◦ (red circles on the bottom-right and
top-left obrounds in Figure 6b, respectively). If the primitive
is inside a block aperture, the desired rotation for the primitive
must be the addition of the rotation defined in the local
graphics state of the block aperture with the rotation set on
the current graphics state.

D. APERTURE BLOCKS (AB)
The renderization of a block aperture is accomplished by
calling the render method of each Gerber command defined
in the block’s command stream. An example is presented
in Figure 7 illustrating the renderization of a block aperture
affected by the LM, LR and LS transformations. Similar to
the standard apertures, if a mirror or a rotation transformation
affects an AB command, all points of interest of the com-
mands are mirrored or rotated, respectively. Figure 7 shows
that the implemented method does not deform the block
aperture (when affected by aperture transformations).
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FIGURE 6. Example of rotating obround apertures: (a) rotation of the
points of interest; (b) cv::warpAffine for rotating each aperture’s
temporary image (deformation appeared on the top-left and bottom-right
apertures).

FIGURE 7. Renderization example of a block aperture (top-left: LMY and
LR30◦ ; top-right: LMXY, LR45◦ , and LS0.8; bottom-left: original block
aperture; bottom-right: LMX).

E. MACRO APERTURES (AM)
In terms of renderization, the definition of macro templates
using the AM Gerber command does not generate any
graphic object. However, this command defines a template
that parametrizes a macro aperture and also implements a
render method given the value of the macro aperture’s param-
eters. Indeed, when flashing a macro aperture, the parser
first accesses the dictionary of macro templates to find the
respective template. This dictionary was formulated upon
the interpretation phase of a Gerber file. Next, it is created
a temporary image for rendering the macro aperture. The
renderization is executed by the render method of the macro’s
template taking as input the parameters defined by the AD
command. As for macro primitives, the render method adds
the respective graphic object to the temporary image. After
rendering all the commands defined in the macro template,
the temporary image is added to the image member variable
of the GerberImage class.

Examples for rendered macro primitives are illustrated in
Figure 8. The implementation in the parser for rendering
macro apertures defined these primitives by one or more
primitive shapes, as follows:

• circle (1): a single circle (cv::circle);
• vector line (20): a line defined by its width and start
and end points, rendered exactly as a rectangle standard

FIGURE 8. Renderization of macro primitives: (a) circle; (b) vector line or
center line (different parameterization, same renderization output);
(c) outline (irregular polygon); (d) polygon; (e) moiré; (f) thermal.

aperture (a single rectangle after converting it to a line
defined by its center, width, height and rotation);

• center line (21): rendered exactly as a rectangle standard
aperture (the line is already defined by its center, width,
height and rotation);

• outline (4): a single irregular polygon
(cv::fillPoly);

• polygon (5): rendered exactly as a polygon standard
aperture;

• moiré (6): one or more circles with holes and two rect-
angles (cv::fillPoly);

• thermal (7): one circle with an hole and two rectangles
with opposite polarity to create the 4 gaps.

Note that the vector and the center lines define a line
resorting to different parameters. A vector line requires its
width (wvl), and the start (Svl) and end (Evl) points, whereas
the center line needs its height andwidth, and the center point.
In this work, both primitives were considered equivalent to a
solid rectangle standard aperture. Even though renderization
of a center line is straightforward (has the same parameters
as R apertures), (12) is needed for converting a vector line
parameterization into a center line one, where wvl→cl, hvl→cl,
and αvl→cl are the width, height, and rotation angle of the
vector line’s equivalent rectangle, respectively. The vector
line’s center point is the average of its start and end points.

wvl→cl = dist (Svl,Evl)

hvl→cl = wvl

αvl→cl = atan2
(
Evl,Y − Svl,Y ,Evl,X − Svl,X

)
(12)

F. OPERATIONS (D01, D03)
1) INTERPOLATION (D01)
The linear interpolation (D01 with G01 enabled) operation
has the same parameters as a vector line (20):
• start (SD01) and end (ED01) points of the linear segment;
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FIGURE 9. Circular interpolation operation: (a) deviation (εD01);
(b) solutions to the corrected arc’s center (C̃D01).

• width equivalent to the diameter of the current circle
standard aperture (only type of aperture allowed in the
specification [28] to stroke a linear draw, i.e., the line
has rounded endpoints defined by the circle).

Consequently, the same approach for rendering vector lines
can be used for the D01 linear interpolation converting the
D01 parameters to linear segment’s center, width, height, and
rotation (see (12)). Next, the same rendering procedure as for
rectangle standard apertures and the macro primitive center
lines is used to render the linear straight segment defined by
D01 with G01 enabled.

In the case of the circular interpolation (D01with G02/G03
enabled), this interpolation can have two orientations: clock-
wise (G02) or counterclockwise (G03). Also, the D01 oper-
ation defines not only the arc’s start (SD01) and end (ED01)
points but also two variables: iD01 and jD01 (parallel to the
X and Y axes, respectively). These two variables define the
arc’s center (CD01) and are interpreted as distances or offsets
relative to SD01 depending on the quadrant mode enabled,
as follows:

• single quadrant mode enabled (G74):

– arc angle βD01 not allowed to extend more than 90◦

(i.e., 0◦ < βD01 ≤ 90◦);
– iD01 and jD01 interpreted as distances defining

4 possible candidates to the arc’s center CD01:
SD01 + [±iD01 ± jD01]T ;

• multi quadrant mode enabled (G75):

– arc can have an angle of 0◦ < βD01 ≤ 360◦;
– if SD01 = ED01, the arc is a full circle of 360◦;
– iD01 and jD01 interpreted as offsets defining only

1 possible candidate to the arc’s centerCD01: SD01+
[iD01 jD01]T .

Ideally, the distance from CD01 to SD01 is exactly equal to
the distance to ED01. However, it could not be possible to
place CD01 exactly on the desired point, and also the Gerber
file has a finite resolution. Figure 9a illustrates an example
in which the CD01’s definition leads to different start and
end radius (RSD01 and RED01 , respectively). This difference
is called the arc deviation (εD01) shown in Figure 9a and
formulated in (13).

εD01 = |dist (CD01,ED01)− dist (CD01, SD01)| (13)

Given that the Gerber specification accepts the existence
of deviation (the specification does not specify a way to deal
with this problem), the arc radius was defined as the average
(R̃D01) ofRSD01 andRED01 (see (14)). Then, the arc is restricted
in terms of passing through SD01 and ED01, as shown in
Figure 9a and formulated in (15). The system of equations
computes the unknown arc’s center (C̃D01). Note that, even
though C̃D01 can be shifted relative to CD01 (see Figure 9a),
the proposed approach guarantees the arc’s endpoints defined
by the D01 command and reduces the deviation ideally to 0
(not considering rounding errors or the Gerber file’s finite
resolution).

R̃D01 =
(
RSD01 + RED01

)
/2 (14)

∣∣∣SD01 − C̃D01∣∣∣2 = R̃D01∣∣∣ED01 − C̃D01∣∣∣2 = R̃D01
(15)

Assuming that D01 has already only 1 possible candi-
date to the arc’s center (e.g., when multi quadrant mode
is enabled), Figure 9b illustrates that (15) has 2 possible
solutions for C̃D01. These two solutions are formulated for
different cases in (16) (where a1, a2, and a3 are defined
in (17), (18), and (19)) and (20) (for b2 and b3 formulated as
in (21) and (22), and considering b1 = 1) if SD01,Y 6= ED01,Y
or SD01,Y = ED01,Y , respectively. Parameters a1, a2, and a3,
and b1, b2, and b3 are relative to two 2nd-order equations
formulated from solving (15). The final value of C̃D01 is
formulated as the closest center to the original one (CD01),
as formulated in (23).

C̃D01,i =


(
−a2 ±

√
a22 − 4 a1a3

)
/ (2 a1)

|SD01|2−|ED01|2+2C̃D01,i,X (E−S)D01,X
2·(SD01,Y−ED01,Y )


if SD01,Y 6= ED01,Y , with i = 1(+), 2(−) (16)

a1 = 1+

(
ED01,X − SD01,X

)2(
SD01,Y − ED01,Y

)2 (17)

a2 = −2SD01,X − 2 SD01,Y ·
ED01,X − SD01,X
SD01,Y − ED01,Y

+
(|SD01|2 − |ED01|2)(ED01,X − SD01,X )

(SD01,Y − ED01,Y )2
(18)

a3 = S2D01,X + S
2
D01,Y

− SD01,Y ·
|SD01|2 − |ED01|2

SD01,Y − ED01,Y

+
(|SD01|2 − |ED01|2)2

4 ·
(
SD01,Y − ED01,Y

)2 − R̃2D01 (19)

C̃D01,i =


(
S2D01,X − E

2
D01,X

)
/
(
2 ·
(
SD01,X − ED01,X

))(
−b2 ±

√
b22 − 4 b1b3

)
/ (2 b1)


if SD01,Y = ED01,Y , with i = 1(+), 2(−) (20)

b2 = −2 · SD01,Y (21)

b3 = S2D01,X + S
2
D01,Y
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− SD01,X ·
S2D01,X − E

2
D01,X

SD01,X − ED01,X

+
(S2D01,X − E

2
D01,X )

2

4 ·
(
SD01,X − ED01,X

)2 − R̃2D01 (22)

C̃D01 = arg min
x∈{C̃D01,1,C̃D01,2}

{dist (x,CD01)} (23)

For single quadrant mode, it is required to select a center
for the arc from the 4 possible candidates. First, after obtain-
ing the parameters (C̃D01, start angle – βD01,S , and end angle –
βD01,E ) of the arcs for each candidate, it is checked if the arc’s
angle (as in (24), where βD01,CW = −βD01,CCW ) is between
0◦ and 90◦ depending if it is enabled the CCW or the CW
directions. βD01,S and βD01,E are formulated in (25) and (27),
respectively. From the remaining candidates, it is chosen the
one that leads to a minimum deviation (εD01) relative to the
original center (CD01).

βD01,CCW = WrapToPi
(
βD01,E − βD01,S

)
(24)

βD01,S = atan2
(
SD01,Y − C̃D01,Y , (25)

SD01,X − C̃D01,X
)

(26)

βD01,E = atan2
(
ED01,Y − C̃D01,Y , (27)

ED01,X − C̃D01,X
)

(28)

The renderization of circular interpolations considers both
orientation (G02/03) and quadrant (G74/75) modes. After
obtaining the parameters of the respective arc, the func-
tion cv::ellipse from the OpenCV [29] library was
used to render the arc. Both axes of the ellipse were set
as the diameter of the arc (2 · R̃D01) for rendering the
circular segment. Similar to the linear interpolation, the
diameter of the current circle standard aperture defines
the thickness of the ellipse’s boundary. Normally, the start
(βD01,S,cv::ellipse) and end (βD01,E,cv::ellipse) angles
required for the function cv::ellipse are equal to the
arc angles (βD01,S and βD01,E , respectively). The latter ones
are wrapped to the interval [−π, π[ rad. However, there is an
exception when the arc passes through the angle’s discontinu-
ity (−π ). This exception is due to cv::ellipse assuming
that βD01,E,cv::ellipse > βD01,S,cv::ellipse. If not, the
OpenCV function swaps the start angle with the end one,
always rendering the arc in the CCW direction (from the start
to the end). Thus, the following check was implemented:
• clockwise orientation enabled (G02):

– if (min{βD01,S , βD01,E } 6= βD01,E OR βD01,S =

βD01,E )
then βD01,S,cv::ellipse = βD01,S + 2π ;

• counterclockwise orientation enabled (G03):
– if (min{βD01,S , βD01,E } 6= βD01,S OR βD01,S =

βD01,E )
then βD01,E,cv::ellipse = βD01,E + 2π .

The example shown for block apertures (Figure 7) has both
linear and circular interpolation operations defined inside the

FIGURE 10. Renderization example of region statements.

aperture block. The parser was able to compute the correct
linear and arc parameters, even when these graphic objects
were defined inside a command stream such as the block aper-
ture (and also subject to different aperture transformations).
Furthermore, it is clear in Figure 7 that the rendered arcs pass
exactly through one of the linear segments endpoints, just
as defined in the respective Gerber file. So, this result also
validates the approach of restricting the arc by (15).

2) FLASH (D03)
When rendering the flash (D03) operation, first, the parser
accesses the graphics state to get the current aperture. Next,
the render method of the respective aperture is called to add
the respective graphic object(s) to the rendered image (see
sections IV-C, IV-D, and IV-E for further details on how
to render apertures defined in the Gerber format specifica-
tion [28]) at the point defined by the D03 operation. Finally,
the current point saved in the graphics state is updated setting
it to the D03’s flashing point.

G. REGION STATEMENTS (G36/G37)
Figure 10 presents an example of rendering two region state-
ments. First, it was added a region with a rectangular shape
and dark polarity (white intensity). The contour of this region
is defined by 4 linear segments delimited by their endpoints.
Then, the other region (with some rounded corners using D01
command with G02/G03 enabled) was added to the image
with clear polarity.

The renderization of a region statement calls (G36/37)
the render methods of each contour defined in its statement.
For generalization purposes, the developed parser consid-
ers each contour as an irregular polygon (see Section IV-E
for details on rendering the macro primitive outline also
equivalent to an irregular polygon). In the case of linear
segments, only its end point is added to the list of vertices
of the irregular polygon (assuming that the initial point of
the contour is already on this list). As for circular segments,
these are discretized (angular discretization resolution is set
by the user) and converted from an arc into a polygon
(using cv::ellipse2Poly of OpenCV [29]) to obtain
the respective vertices. Similar to the linear segment, the
first/starting point is ignored and the others are added to the
contour’s vertex list.

H. STEP & REPEAT (SR)
Lastly, given the number of repeats along the X and Y
axes (NSR,X and NSR,Y , respectively) and the step distances
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FIGURE 11. Renderization example of a step & repeat.

between elements (iSR and jSR along the X and Y axes,
respectively), the parser executes the render method of each
command of the SR command stream NSR,X · NSR,Y times.
An offsetOSR is addedwhen rendering all the graphic objects.
For the u (where u = 0, . . . ,NSR,X − 1) and v (where
v = 0, . . . ,NSR,Y − 1) replications along the X and Y axes,
respectively, the offset to add when rendering each command
of SR is formulated in (29). Figure 11 presents a renderization
example of a step & repeat block that replicates a block of
graphic objects 2 times along each X and Y axes.

OSR = [iSR · u jSR · v]T (29)

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
All the experimental results presented in this work are ren-
derization of Gerber files into Tag Image Files (TIF). The
latter is used instead of bitmaps (BMP) due to using lossless
compression algorithms that allows reduced file sizes and
preserved quality. For the results of the proposed parser, the
Lempel–Ziv–Welch [32] (LZW) compression is used to save
the TIF files. These reduced files facilitate sharing the results
presented in this work. Indeed, all the examples shown in
Section IV and the experimental results presented in this
section are publicly available in a GitHub repository.3 The
repository contains the rendered images and the correspond-
ing Gerber files. Additional documentation of the experimen-
tal methodology is provided in the repository.

Next, the Gerber viewers and libraries considered for the
experiments in this work are introduced to the reader. After,
two types of results are presented: accuracy evaluation of the
renderized images and execution time of the parsing process.
The former is relative to qualitative (visual inspection) and
quantitative results (distance errors considering the desired
millimeters per pixel resolution) retrieved from the render-
ized images. The latter evaluates the evolution of the execu-
tion time depending on the number of image objects present
in the Gerber file of the proposed parsing architecture versus
another parser.

A. TESTED GERBER VIEWERS AND LIBRARIES
According to the related Gerber information found in the
literature as well as commercial online libraries and viewers,
only a few fully support the Gerber X2 format specification,

3https://github.com/sousarbarb/V7DParser/

being able to handle additional Gerber commands compared
to the previous X1 format, such as macro apertures, aperture
blocks, and load rotation. As a result, the GerbView [14]
(Software Companions) application is selected as an alter-
native to compare with the achieved results in terms of
renderization accuracy due to stating that it is capable of
interpreting Gerber X2 files. The standalone GerbLib [17]
library available as a DLL file is assessed to evaluate the
proposed approach’s computational performance by having
a processing time reference, while also being evaluated in
terms of accuracy for Gerber X1 compatible files. In terms
of ground-truth for the accuracy evaluation, the Reference
Gerber Viewer [16] (Ucamco) will be used to retrieve the
positions of certain image objects on the Gerber coordinate
frame in millimeters. The distance between these known
positions will be compared to the estimated ones based on
the pixel distances and the desired resolution set for the
renderization process.

1) GERBVIEW (SOFTWARE COMPANIONS)
The GerbView application supports the Gerber X2 format
specification including interpreting the pad attributes. This
application allows exporting theGerber file into the following
image formats: BMP, TIF, JPG, PNG, PDF, Cals Type 1
(CAL), HP-RTL (PLT), or WebP Image (WEBP). In terms
of TIF files, the compression options available are the LZW,
PackBits, or no compression. The LZW lossless compres-
sion algorithm was the one used to retrieve the renderization
results with GerbView in this work. Although the resolu-
tion of the image file is set in DPI, the desired resolution
in millimeters per pixel can be converted to DPI by (30).
Furthermore, the option of selecting only the Gerber file and
not the whole workspace fits the renderized image to only the
image data contained in theGerber file. This option is used for
all the experiments with GerbView given that allows a direct
comparison of the image size versus the Gerber file size given
by the Reference Gerber Viewer, considering the resolution
set on the renderization process. Lastly, the software has
a free trial license of 30 days that allowed retrieving the
experimental results presented in this work.

resDPI =
25.4

resmm/px
(30)

2) GERBLIB (GERBMAGIC)
As for GerbLib, this standalone DLL library supports the
Gerber X1 format, exporting Gerber files to the following
formats: PDF, Postscript, TIF, BMP, or RID files. The render-
ization resolution in the case of outputting image files is set in
DPI. Similarly to GerbView, the resolution units considered
in this work, millimeters per pixel, are converted to DPI
as in (30). Although margins can be added to the rendered
image, all experimental results retrieved with GerbLib use
zero margins and bottom-left alignment. The former allows
a direct comparison between the image and the Gerber file
size depending on the desired resolution. The latter is to avoid
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cutting the renderized image when there is image data outside
the first quadrant of the Gerber coordinate frame. In terms
of licensing, the GerbLib library allows 20 free renderization
executions.

3) REFERENCE GERBER VIEWER (UCAMCO)
The developer of the Gerber format specification Ucamco has
available the free online Reference Gerber Viewer to visu-
alize Gerber files, among other formats. This viewer allows
reliable visualization of Gerber files due to being compatible
with the Gerber X3 specification and being developed by
the creator of the Gerber format. Although the platform does
not allow exporting the renderization output or defining the
desired resolution, the Reference Gerber Viewer has useful
tools to retrieve ground-truth data relative to the Gerber coor-
dinate frame in millimeters. Some of these features are mea-
suring distances and clearances, showing the attributes of the
Gerber commands when hovering over objects (e.g., diameter
of apertures or the flash center position), and computing the
size of the file in millimeters.

B. ACCURACY EVALUATION
First, the renderization accuracy was evaluated for the parsers
tested in this work. Two different types of evaluations are
analyzed here. The first is visual inspection of the render-
ization output. Given the vectorized renderization from a
Gerber file generated on the Reference Gerber Viewer online
platform, this renderization is compared to the ones generated
by the developed parser, the GerbLib, and the GerbView. The
other type of evaluation is a quantitative one. The size of
the rendered image is compared to the real size computed
by the Reference Gerber Viewer, when considering a certain
resolution set upon the renderization process. The real size
in millimeters can be retrieved from the characteristics upon
the importation of the Gerber file computed on the Reference
Gerber Viewer fromUcamco. Similarly, the distance between
known points, such as centers of circle standard apertures
upon their flash, are selected to compute a distance error.
Equations (31) and (32) represent the sum of size and distance
errors, respectively.

εsize = |εsize,width| + |εsize,height| (31)

εdist =
∑
i

∑
j

|εdist,ij| (32)

Two different Gerber files from a PCB board are used
for the first tests. These files only contain Gerber com-
mands compatible with the Gerber X1 format specification.
Therefore, it is possible to compare three different parsers:
the one proposed in this article represented by V7DParser
in the results, GerbView from Software Companions, and
the GerbLib dynamic library. Three resolutions are consid-
ered for the discussion: 0.050 mm/px, 0.010 mm/px, and
0.005 mm/px (equivalent to 508dpi, 2540dpi, and 5080dpi,
respectively). The first resolution was chosen as half of the
smaller element in the Gerber files. In both files, the smallest

FIGURE 12. Front view of the PCB: (a) ground-truth; (b) V7DParser;
(c) photo.

FIGURE 13. Back view of the PCB: (a) ground-truth; (b) V7DParser;
(c) flipped photo.

Gerber element is a circle standard aperture with a 0.1 mm
diameter (aperture D46 in the first file, and D22 and D30
in the case of the second file). The other resolutions were
selected as 5 times and 25 times greater than 0.050 mm/px
(0.010 mm/px and 0.005 mm/px, respectively). Figures 12
and 13 illustrate the renderization results of the V7DParser
compared to the ground-truth and a photo of the front and
back views of the PCB, respectively. Figures 12a and 13a
outline the circle apertures of which their center points (A,
B, C, and D) will be used to retrieve distance data. Table 7
presents the quantitative results computed from the sizes of
the renderized images and error distance data between points
A, B, C, and D represented in the Figures for the two PCB
Gerber files.

In terms of visual inspection, there was not noted any sig-
nificant difference between the rendered images using either
V7DParser, GerbView, GerbLib, or relative to the one given
by the Reference Gerber Viewer. This observation is the main
reason for not showing the three renderizations generated by
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TABLE 7. Size, distances, error size and error distance sums, in mm, of the GerbView, GerbLib and V7DParser software regarding PCB front and back.
Taking into consideration the ground-truth values given by the Reference Gerber Viewer, the lowest values of the absolute error module for the measured
size and distance are shown in blue and bold.

the three parsers, even though all rendered images are present
in the public repository referred in this section.

Analyzing the quantitative error results shown in Table 7,
and taking the Reference Gerber Viewer as the reference,
the quantitive errors indicate that the V7DParser accuracy
is comparable to the other considered software highlight-
ing its potential in the production of the electronic circuit.
Assessing the sum of distance errors of the parsers regarding
the distance between four points, GerbView and GerbLib
have the highest error when compared with zero error from
V7DParser. However, the values are not significant and are
mostly due to pixelization, i.e., no more than 1 pixel due to
resolution issues. This observation depends on the way the
parsers deal with the pixelization of graphic objects. In the
case of a circular aperture, its diameter is always an odd
number of pixels for the V7DParser rendered images due to
the implementation of cv::circle. This approach allows
centering the circle in the closest pixel using (1). For GerbLib
and GerbView, it was noted that they usually render circle
aperture with an even number of pixels. The main disad-
vantage is the center of the circle not being a specific pixel
but instead between four pixels. Even though the results for
GerbView and GerbLib considered the 0.5 px values of the
image coordinates to estimate the distance errors (expected
to decrease them, instead of using the integer pixel values),
the V7DParser accomplished the lower distance error. Con-
cerning size errors, GerbLib has the highest value, on average
for most of the considered cases, but once again the values are

not considered significant given that some issues such as the
pixelization or rounding measures play a role in this matter.

Next, to evaluate and compare the V7DParser software
regarding the support of the Gerber X2 format specification,
an experiment was performed using a Gerber file containing
an aperture block. To the best of authors knowledge, theGerb-
View application is the only one that fulfills the requirements
for this experiment, mainly, the support of the Gerber X2
format. Figure 14 presents the rendered images from the Ref-
erence Gerber Viewer (ground-truth), the proposed parsing
approach (V7DParser), and the GerbView. Table 8 presents
the quantitative error results for the 0.05 mm/px resolution.
This resolution is equivalent to 10× greater than the smaller
Gerber element in the file (i.e., the D11 circle aperture with a
0.5 mm diameter).

For this second experiment, GerbView did not render cor-
rectly the Gerber file, as shown in Figure 14. Although Ger-
bView was able to render part of the first flashed aperture,
the other ones that suffer rotations, mirroring and/or scaling
transformations were not successfully rendered. In contrast,
the proposed V7DParser was able to deal not only with the
aperture block but also with all geometric transformations set
on the graphics state. Furthermore, GerbLib was also tested,
and, as was expected since it only supports Gerber X1, the
standalone library was not able to produce the aperture block
results. Consequently, Table 8 only presents the quantitative
errors for the V7DParser considering the ground-truth data
given by the Reference Gerber Viewer. Similar to the first
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TABLE 8. Size, distances, error size and error distance sums, in mm, of the V7DParser software compared with the Reference Gerber Viewer regarding an
aperture block case.

FIGURE 14. Aperture Block: (a) ground-truth; (b) V7DParser; (c) GerbView.

experiment for accuracy evaluation, the errors are mostly due
to pixelization. All the single distance errors are lower than
the renderization resolution. For the size measures, only the
height measure has an error higher than the desired reso-
lution, i.e., 0.07 mm. These results demonstrate, again, the
high renderization accuracy of the proposed parsing approach
while being compatible with the graphic objects defined in
the Gerber X2 format specification.

C. COMPUTATIONAL PERFORMANCE
Although the focus of this work was not on the time perfor-
mance of rendering Gerber files but on its accuracy, an exe-
cution time evaluation was performed by flashing a different
number of circle standard apertures. These apertures have
a diameter of 1 mm, and the renderization resolution was
0.002 mm/px. The latter is due to decreasing the influence
of the application execution timing in the results by increas-
ing the renderization time (higher resolutions require more
execution time). The circle apertures are flashed along the
line x = y equally distant in both axes by 2 mm. Given
that standard circle apertures are compatible with the Gerber
X1 format specification, the execution time results of the
proposed V7DParser are compared to the ones obtained using
the GerbLib library. The number of experiments per Gerber
file was 20 samples. Both parsers were tested in the same
Windows virtual machine that had allocated 4 GB of memory

and 1 virtual CPU. This virtual machine was run using Oracle
VM VirtualBox on a laptop with Windows 10, an Intel Core
i7-9750H CPU @ 2.60 GHz, and 12 GB of memory.

Two execution time experiments presented in this work
are relative to flashing a different number of circle aper-
tures: 1 to 40. The first experiment is based on flashing the
apertures consecutively along the x = y line starting on
(x, y) = (0, 0) mm spaced out evenly between each other
by 2 mm. The second experiment differs from the first one
by flashing firstly the most bottom-left and top-right aper-
tures ((x, y) = (0, 0) mm and (78, 78) mm, respectively)
of the 40 circle apertures considered in these experiments,
and then flashing the other ones. This way the files from
2 up to 40 apertures have the same image area. Only the
first file contains a single circle aperture having the image
area occupied by its single aperture. The results of first
and second experiments are presented in Figures 15 and 16,
respectively.

Analyzing the results of the first experiment, both parsers
have a polynomial complexity. This computational com-
plexity can be due to increasing size of the image area
or increasing the number of flashed apertures. Given the
polynomial order of at least 2, it seems to indicate that the
computational complexity of both parsers is dependent on
increasing size of the image area due to increases in both
X and Y directions between consecutive Gerber files. This
indication will be cleared out in the second experiment. Even
so, up to 11 circle apertures, the proposed parsing architec-
ture has lower execution times than GerbLib, in terms of
median values for the execution time. For files with more
than 11 apertures, the GerbLib outperformed the V7DParser.
One possible reason for the results obtainedwith the proposed
parsing process is due to dynamically changing the size of
the rendered image when rendering each object of the Gerber
file, in contrast to GerbLib. The latter has a specific function,
GbxGetPageSize, to compute the image size in inches
before the image is rendered and saved. As seen in the results,
the advantage of the GerbLib approach is a faster render-
ization process mostly due to preallocating the image size.
However, a disadvantage of preallocation is the renderization
process dependency on the interpretation of the Gerber file.
For example, the proposed dynamic resize approach allows
to interpret the Gerber files, change parameters on specific
pads if necessary in runtime, and then rendering after these
modifications. In the case of GerbLib, the modifications must
be made directly in the file. Also, when using GerbLib, the
parser must always interpret the file again.
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FIGURE 15. Execution time performance of V7DParser versus GerbLib
parsers when rendering a Gerber file composed by an increasing number
of C standard apertures (1–40) and increasing board area. (a) V7DParser;
(b) GerbLib.

The goal of the second experiment is to clarify if the
complexity is dependent on the image area or the number
of graphic objects represented in the Gerber file. By having
the same image area for the files with 2 up to 40 apertures,
the image size remains constant and dynamic resizing is only
executed between the first and second apertures (the latter
when using V7DParser). Analyzing Figure 16, the execution
time remains approximately constant over all files except for
the first one, which the latter has a single circle aperture.
These results indicate that the main factor for the execution
time is the area of the rendered image. In the case of GerbLib,
the image for #D03 = 2..40 has 39500 x 39500 px, exactly
the same size as for #D03 = 40 in the first experiment.
Indeed, themedian execution time is approximately the same:
4820.87 ms versus 4758.34 ms. These results supports the
statement of the executing time being highly dependent on
the image size.

In the case of the proposed approach, the image size
remains the same when rendering the Gerber files equivalent

FIGURE 16. Execution time performance of V7DParser versus GerbLib
parsers when rendering a Gerber file composed by an increasing number
of C standard apertures (1–40) and static board area. (a) V7DParser;
(b) GerbLib.

to #D03 = 2..40 in the second compared to #D03 =
40 in the first experiment (39501 x 39501 px). However,
the median execution time decreased between the second
and first experiments for #D03 = 40: 9747.98 ms versus
25954.02 ms, respectively. The main reason for this opti-
mization is that dynamically resizing the image requires a
reallocation of memory and the subsequent copy of the cur-
rent image before rendering the next graphic object in the
resized image. Indeed, the first experiment leads to resizing
the image 40 times, given that the 40 flash operations increase
the image by the same amount of times. The results obtained
with the proposed parsing approach in the two experiments
show that pre-allocating the image size before rendering
Gerber commands improves the parser’s computational per-
formance. Even though the focus of this work was not on
the computational performance, and dynamic resizing makes
the interpretation phase independent of the renderization one,
pre-allocating the image size should be the approach used,
especially for higher resolutions and/or bigger image areas.
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D. DISCUSSION
Overall, the proposed parsing architecture achieved similar
accuracy results to the current solutions compared to the
ground-truth data given by the Reference Gerber Viewer.
The renderization errors obtained in the experiments for
all parsers tested decrease with the increase of resolution.
In addition to the errors being in most of the cases no more
than 1 pixel, these results indicate that the main accuracy
errors shown in Table 7 are due to the resolution itself, i.e.,
the limited millimeter per pixel resolution that results in
pixelization of the vector data described in the Gerber file.
Furthermore, this work addresses the ambiguities of the Ger-
ber specification for rendering rotated apertures and circular
interpolation arcs. The first ambiguity was addressed by first
rotating the aperture’s points of interest, and then rendering
it. The second one was handled by rendering the circular arc
to always pass through its initial endpoints defined in the
Gerber file. These proposed approaches led to no deformation
as illustrated in the renderization of the aperture block.

A limitation of the proposed approach is the computational
performance. The main cause is the dynamic resize affecting
the computational performance, even though it facilitates
the implementation of the interpretation and renderization
processes while also making these two processes indepen-
dent of each other. A possibility identified in the results
discussed is estimating the rendered image size upon the file’s
interpretation, for allocating the image size a priori to the
renderization process. This modification not only improves
the computational time but also its complexity relative to
the image size. Even so, the computational performance was
not the main focus of this work but instead the renderization
accuracy; so, the a priori estimation of the image size will be
a future improvement on the current parsing architecture.

Finally, it should be highlighted the full support for all
commands defined in the Gerber X2 specification that gen-
erate renderization data, unlike existing solutions. These
commands include renderization of aperture blocks, macro
apertures, interpretation of arithmetic expressions defined
within a macro template definition, and load rotation. The
support of the Gerber X3 format was not required for this
work. The additional structures defined in this format are
focused on defining new attributes for the fabrication pro-
cess of a PCB, not on structures that add image data to the
renderization output. Along with rendering Gerber X2 files,
the proposed approach allows exporting in multiple formats
including bitmaps due to the use of OpenCV for this purpose
while defining a desired millimeter per pixel resolution.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Nowadays, the electronics fabrication industry resorts to the
Gerber open standard format to exchange PCBmanufacturing
specifications. The industry is also facing a global compe-
tition and new production methods are being devised day
by day. Regarding the automotive industry, it is looking for
innovations in its production processes and also in the design

of automobile interiors. One possibility being developed is
the printing, using functional and decorative inks, of sensors
and actuators directly on automobile interior parts. Given this
environment, the objective of the VINCI7D project consists
of the development of a solution based on a fixed inkjet print-
head and an industrial robot arm that manipulates a part with
a 3D surface. This solution must be able to print electrical
circuits directly on the surface. For this purpose, a parser for
the Gerber language was developed, accepting Gerber files
as input and bitmap images as outputs, to be supplied to the
printhead.

To be best of the authors’ knowledge, and according to the
related Gerber information founded in the literature as well as
into the commercial online libraries and viewers data, only a
few fully support theGerber X2 generation, being able to han-
dle with Gerber commands such as macro apertures, aperture
blocks and load rotation. The proposed work contemplates
the Gerber X2 generation, taken into consideration the Gerber
specification from Ucamco, and follows a recursive descent
approach for parsing all the reviewed Gerber commands. The
distinction between this parser and others already described
in the literature resides in the fact that this one is able
to convert all Gerber commands, including Gerber macros
(a complex structure of the format not considered in other
works), contrary to the others which are only able to support
a subset of this format. GerbView (Software Companions)
application was assessed as an alternative to compare with the
V7DParser accuracy results. GerbLib, a standalone library
which provides a DLL and that only supports Gerber X1,
was assessed to evaluate the proposed approach’s accuracy
and computational performance by having a processing time
reference. Regarding the accuracy evaluation, the obtained
results from V7Parser were comparable with GerbViewer
and GerbLib software, and with the used ground-truth (Ref-
erence Gerber Viewer – Ucamco). Concerning the aperture
block analysis, only handled by the Gerber X2 generation,
the results achieved from V7DParser were aligned with the
reference; however, GerbView was not able to render the
Gerber command, even though the application states that
it is compatible with the Gerber X2 format. Regarding the
time performance evaluation, the performed tests based on
dynamic size and preallocating the image size led to the con-
clusion that pre-allocating the image size improves substan-
tially the computational performance of the parser. Finally,
given the accuracy evaluation results of the proposed parsing
architecture, the V7DParser is a real option to the electronics
fabrication industry. Furthermore, due to V7DParser top-
down and recursive characteristics, its architecture allows
an easy integration with other software regardless of the
platform.

Nonetheless, further development is currently being car-
ried out to improve the functionalities of the parser, includ-
ing to improve the computational performance based on the
current experimental results and to integrate this parser for
projecting 2DGerber image data onto 3D surfaces.Moreover,
the work will be directed to the projection of the bitmap
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images over 3D surfaces, and its printing over solid parts with
complex geometries.
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